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Introduction

What might be the effects of COVID-19 and the strategies implemented to contain its spread on the illegal drug trade? These strategies include 'lockdowns' in which people have been confined to their homes, alongside recommendations for people to remain at a specified distance from others when they venture out for essential activities, known as 'social distancing'. Will a perception of increased risk of getting caught arising from official attention to dwindling numbers of citizens in public locations function to reduce the willingness of people to engage in the everyday activities entailed in buying and selling illegal drugs? And if so, do drug cryptomarkets—in which buyers and sellers need not transact face-to-face, and where drugs are typically delivered through postal systems—enable the illicit drug trade to continue under lockdown? Drug sales on cryptomarkets, estimated at EUR 750,000 per day from European vendors (Christin & Thomas, 2019), represent only a small fraction by volume of total global drug trade. And yet because they operate under some different conditions to drug sales involving in-person transactions, cryptomarkets present us with a special case for consideration. Faced with possible shortages in local offline drug markets, do cryptomarkets enable buyers to source drugs from sellers located across the globe that may be unavailable to them from local sellers, and conveniently delivered to them by post, without fear of transgressing lockdown restrictions?

We offer here a framework for anticipating how changes in drug supply and demand arising from global restrictions on the movement of citizens may change how, and the extent to which, drugs are bought and sold on cryptomarket platforms. To begin, we review the possible impacts of COVID-19 and associated social and mobility restrictions on global drug markets more broadly: for supply followed by demand. Then, we address our central question of how drug cryptomarkets may provide opportunities to bypass state-mandated restrictions on movement designed to slow the spread of COVID-19, first considering supply then demand. In conclusion we argue that these capacities will be limited by the ways in which cryptomarkets remain firmly anchored in wider drug markets, and the wider effects of changing supply and demand. We acknowledge the speculative nature of our commentary: our goal here is to prompt new research questions rather than to make predictions.

COVID-19 and drug markets

The availability of controlled drugs—whether bought and sold face-to-face or facilitated via online platforms—will inevitably be restricted by COVID-19, especially where those drugs are transported across borders. Like markets for legal products, illicit drug markets rely on local and often global—distribution modes by air, sea and land, each of which have variously been impacted as a result of global responses to the virus. In particular, some countries that rely more intensively upon air transport for drug supplies are likely to be more severely affected. For example, Dietze and Peacock (2020) note that in Australia, illegal drugs are typically detected at the border via seizures related to air
transport: the Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission (2019) reported that air cargo accounted for three quarters of the weight of total seizures of MDMA and cocaine in 2017–18. With reductions in people available for work globally, including in the manufacture and shipping of the legitimate goods in which illegitimate shipments like drugs are concealed, reduced capacity for the trafficking of drugs may follow. Reductions in the number of people using public and private forms of transportation (Google, 2020) further reduces opportunities to shift illicit products, and increases the risks of detection associated with doing so. Retail and social supply will also necessarily be affected when social activities across households are prohibited, making it more difficult and riskier to meet with friends or dealers to exchange drugs for money. Sellers may also fear COVID-19 infection being transmitted via drugs themselves, the packaging or the social context of exchange. Any of these increased costs of distribution are likely to increase prices – further reducing drug accessibility, given that a key driver of price is the costs of distribution in consumer countries (Caulkins & Reuter, 1998). Although COVID-19 itself and the associated social and mobility restrictions appear likely to restrict trade in illegal drugs, the associated global economic downturn could lead to new recruits willing to operate in this higher risk environment, due to a reduction in legal job opportunities. For this same reason, existing suppliers may persist in selling drugs despite fears of infection and perceived increased risk of detection, although in some countries, preoccupation with COVID-19 restrictions may result in reductions in policing of drug supply (United Nations Office on Drugs & Crime [UNODC], 2020).

While most early indicators point toward increased scarcity of illegal drugs (although likely less so for cannabis due to shorter supply chains) (UNODC, 2020), anticipated changes in drug demand are less uniformly predictable. A major component of the restrictions associated with COVID-19 is economic recession or contraction. A recent review (Nagelhout et al., 2017) assessed the evidence of five mechanisms through which economic recession may influence illegal drug use, and only found confirmation of an increase in drug use during economic recession due to increased psychological distress. We also know from animal studies that social isolation strongly predicts increased drug use (Raz & Berger, 2010). Another reason that demand for drugs may increase is that for people who have become unemployed or furloughed (receiving government payments with no requirement to work or undertake other activities), or who are working from home, may consume more with increased leisure time. Demand for drugs that are typically used in private settings (e.g. cannabis, psychedelics) may increase while stay-at-home orders remain in place. We may, however, also discern pathways under lockdown restrictions leading to decreased demand for drugs. In those countries that lack welfare payments, increasing unemployment may result in less money to purchase drugs and therefore decreased drug use, for example, drug use connected to events in the nightlife economy or festivals, including MDMA and others. Furthermore, drugs that people use only in these settings may see a fall in demand because those settings are closed due to social distancing and stay-at-home regulations. The disease itself may reduce drug demand: people who normally take drugs getting sick or dying from COVID-19, fear of infection from the drugs/packaging/social exchange, and decisions to avoid drug use to improve immunity may all reduce drug demand. Should the decreases in demand described above result in supply gluts where stock is then moved on at a lower price, we may eventually see increased availability and use of some substances.

What is unique about drug cryptomarkets?

Cryptomarkets are internet sales platforms that host multiple sellers or ‘vendors’ of drugs for a commission on sales, in return providing marketplace users with anonymity via encrypted communications and payment, alongside vendor reputation metrics arising from aggregated customer feedback ratings (Barratt & Aldridge, 2016). Unlike in locally-based offline drug markets, the cryptomarket drug trade does not require buyers and sellers to locate one another using existing social networks. Drug buyers’ choice of vendors can be informed by more than word-of-mouth: metrics compiled by marketplace platforms based on accumulating customer feedback enables buyers to compare shops. Buyers and sellers need not transact face-to-face; deliveries are made through postal systems or via ‘dead drops’, where drugs are dropped in a hidden public place, the location of which is sent to the buyer once payment is made. Cryptomarkets enable buyers to source drugs from a wider range of sellers than possible in local markets, and for sellers to reach a wider market than practically possible when conducting trade face-to-face. In spite of this, the cryptomarket trade in illicit drugs tends to be mostly domestic due to the increased risk of detection and loss associated with buying and selling across national borders (Demant, Aldridge, Décary-Hétu & Munksgaard, 2018). Still, cryptomarkets enable buyers to source a wider range of drugs than available to them locally, although cannabis and ecstasy-type drugs tend to dominate sales, and while most sales are in personal-use sized quantities, the availability of discounts for bulk quantities makes cryptomarkets a suitable way for people without existing offline connections to source stock for resale or social supply. Cryptomarket drug trading is not an option for all, relying on users having reliable access to internet connections as well as having the technological skills to effectively use anonymising software (e.g. Tor), and encrypted methods of communication (e.g. PGP) and payment (e.g. currencies like Bitcoin). Moreover, cryptomarkets require buyers to forward plan, typically waiting days or longer from purchase to delivery, although the problem of waiting for delivery does not apply where dead-drop pick-up options are offered and taken up.

COVID-19 and drug cryptomarkets

Do drug cryptomarkets provide opportunities to bypass state-managed restrictions on movement designed to slow the spread of COVID-19? We begin with some of the ways in which this may be the case. For sellers trading in-person, if the risks of their trade have increased as described earlier, some may decide to switch their trade from in-person to cryptomarket-facilitated partially to mitigate those increased risks (a shift that has been described pre-COVID-19; Martin, Munksgaard, Coomber, Demant & Barratt, 2020). Existing cryptomarket vendors may, similarly, experience increased perceived risks of selling, but are unlikely to be as severely affected as in-person sellers. The absence of social exchange in cryptomarket trading and the lack of any need to conduct social interactions outside the home (with travelling outside the home now more intensely surveilled to enforce COVID-19 restrictions) both contribute to lower risks of cryptomarket selling compared to in-person activities in the context of COVID-19 restrictions. Following routine activity theory (Cohen & Felson, 1979), entry into and maintenance of drug cryptomarket sales may be more likely during the COVID-19 restrictions. The daily activities under lockdown for many potentially motivated offenders include increased time spent indoors and online, and compared to selling illegal drugs face-to-face in increasingly surveilled public spaces, will occur in spaces relatively less constrained by suitable guardians. We also know that the most commonly sold drug on cryptomarkets is cannabis (Christin & Thomas, 2019), which is less likely to suffer from supply chain shocks due to it typically being produced in the country of its consumption. Cryptomarket vendors who sell cannabis may be less adversely affected by supply restrictions, as well as more incentivised by possibly buoyant demand for cannabis during lockdown.

It may also be comparatively more appealing to buy drugs on cryptomarkets than in-person during the COVID restrictions period. Supporting this contention are unpublished interim findings from the UK’s Release survey (March–May 2020), of UK drug purchases (N = 1080) where 19% of cryptomarket purchases (21 of 111) were made by someone new to cryptomarkets (Judith Aldridge, personal communication). In the case where there are drug shortages in people’s
local networks, access to a wider range of sellers through cryptomarkets will be desirable. These ‘new’ sellers may be located in the buyer’s own country (this is the most likely given what we know about typical cryptomarket structures), but they may also be located elsewhere. While there are increased risks associated with buying from vendors located in other countries, the context of the COVID-19 pandemic may result in a greater willingness to trade across borders. A further reason that cryptomarkets may be more appealing to buyers is that dealers can advertise through detailed text and image communication (Aldridge & Askew, 2016). During the COVID-19 pandemic, vendors have described their sanitising and cleaning practices in an effort to allay fears that the virus may be transmitted through purchasing their products (François Lamy, personal communication). While it is not possible to verify vendors’ self-reported hygiene practices, such advertising may provide the kind of information that buyers are looking for, and therefore be more attractive to buyers.

While we have argued here that cryptomarkets may provide some limited but important opportunities to bypass the COVID-19 restrictions, those opportunities may not be enough to counteract global drug supply contractions, where these occur. The relative appeal of cryptomarkets is only valid to the extent that drug supplies remain to be traded and where demand remains buoyant. If those supplies become very difficult or impossible for vendors to source for cryptomarket resale, no features of the cryptomarkets ecosystem will be enough to counteract that. Indeed, if overall cryptomarket drug sales fall significantly due to a lack of available product, profits flowing to the market administrators will also fall. Combined with increases in the costs of doing business related to increased cyber-crime associated with COVID-19 restrictions (e.g. securing the platform from attack) (Europol, 2020), we may see more administrators looking to exit by closing their markets altogether. Emerging evidence suggests that cryptomarkets may facilitate (or simply reflect) use by buyers for stockpiling in response to lockdown measures. Data collected from three cryptomarkets showed overall sales of cannabis fell between January and March 2020, but that this overall trend comprised two drivers: decreases in bulk sales and increases in retail-level sales (European Monitoring Centre for Drugs & Drug Addiction, 2020). It is too early to tell what the overall effects of COVID-19 will be on cryptomarket sales volume. The complex interactions of the possible effects we have outlined will also relate to the varied features of the COVID-19 responses within and across countries, and, as outlined by Giommoni (2020), by their duration, intensity, timing and context. That is, much will depend on the path of the pandemic and the severity and length of the social restrictions associated with COVID-19 across different contexts.

Conclusion

Cryptomarkets do not provide buyers with a ‘magic pocket’ for drugs unavailable elsewhere due to lockdown, since—whether traded online or offline—drugs must ultimately be sourced offline, even if cryptomarkets may enable buyers to access a wider range of sellers than otherwise. While there are some features of cryptomarkets that may enable the bypass of aspects of these effects, and may be more attractive during the COVID-19 era to buyers or sellers, the market forces on supply and demand still apply to the supplies and demands attached to cryptomarkets. There are many unknowns here, however, but the unprecedented illicit drug market supply shocks created by government responses to COVID-19 globally provide researchers collecting the rich, detailed and powerful datasets arising from cryptomarket drug selling a valuable opportunity to test these and other hypotheses.
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